The Church Family Fellowship

Creation Day Two
Bible Story: The second day of Creation: Genesis 1:6-8
Items Needed:
• Bible: Genesis 1:6-8. There is a detailed account of these verses below to help
emphasize the importance of these few verses.
• Bowl, glass, water, piece of paper.

**Review Creation Day #1**

Following are some questions to review what God created on the first day of
Creation. The answers are in italics.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

“What day of Creation was it in our lesson from last week?” One
“What did God create on the first day of creation?” heavens, earth, light
“What did God say to create light?” Let there be light.
“What shape did the earth have?” it had no shape
“What covered the earth?” the ocean
“What was the Spirit of God doing over the ocean?” hovering
“What is the difference between ‘making’ and ‘creating’?” to make
something is to already have ingredients and just putting them together
and to create something means to make something out of nothing
“Did God create or make the world?” create…He didn’t have anything to
start with

Bible Lesson – Genesis 1:6-8

“God said, “Let there be a huge space between the waters. Let it

separate water from water.” And that’s exactly what happened.

God made the huge space between the waters. He separated the
water that was under the space from the water that was above

it. God called the huge space “sky.” There was evening, and there
was morning. It was day two.”
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Discuss the Bible Reading:
God said, “Let there be a huge space between the waters. Let it separate
water from water.”
This is showing us the power of God speaking. He simply has to speak something into
existence. He said for a huge space to be between the waters. So, up until this point
everything was water. There must have not been anything but water. The earth was
filled with water from top to bottom. That is something that is extremely hard to
imagine. God knew that we would need air to breathe, so He made air.
•

And that’s exactly what happened. God made the huge space between the
waters.
Notice the word “exactly” in the first sentence there. Everything happened “exactly” how
God said. That is very detailed. It doesn’t say, “And that’s somewhat what
happened.” No, it happened “exactly” the way God said it would. God made a huge
space between the waters, exactly how He said He would.
•

•

He separated the water that was under the space from the water that was
above it.

God separated the water. There wasn’t anything except water that filled the
earth. God now made a space in the water. So, now there is water above and below
the space. The water below the space is easy to understand because we see the
water below the space now, aka the oceans, seas, etc. The water above the space is
tricky. Where is the water above the space? (allow for responses). There isn’t a lake
in the sky that we can’t see. The clouds are water. Rain, snow, sleet are all water that
come from above the space.
God called the huge space “sky.”
God named it “sky”. That’s what we still call it. God knew that we would need to be
able to call it something.
•

There was evening, and there was morning. It was day two.
So far, in two days, God has created the heavens, the earth, light and the sky.
•
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Activity: Paper Plunge
“Today in our Bible Lesson, we learned that God created the sky to separate
the water from below and above. The sky is air. Can air hold up water? Well,
we are going to do a little experiment to see if it can.”
•
•
•
•

Fill a bowl with water.
Scrunch or crumple up a piece of paper.
Push the paper into the bottom of the glass so that it cannot fall out.
Turn the glass upside down and plunge it straight down into the bowl of
water.

“What happens to the paper? It stayed up inside of the glass, didn’t it? That’s
the power of air. It held up this paper, just like it holds up the water in the
sky. How this works is the air inside the glass takes up space and pushes. The
paper stays dry because the water can only get into the glass by squashing the
air inside it. Air can be squashed, or compressed, a little, but then it pushes back
and prevents the water from reaching the paper.
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Activity: Bible Verse Memorization
“God called the huge space “sky.” There was evening, and there was
morning. It was day two.” Genesis 1:8
Have the children do the following hand motions along with repeating the
words after you, to help them learn the Bible Verse:
“God”—hold hand up with fingers towards the sky…the hand is raised to the
heavens and then downward in a sign of respect
“called”—one hand taps a single time on the other hand to get the attention
of someone
“the huge space”—place fists together away from body and, making a circular
shape, bring fists together close to body
“sky”—the hand moves in an arc to indicate the sky above
“There was evening”—hold one arm horizontally in front of body, curve the
other hand over that arm
“and there was morning”—hold one arm horizontally across body, stretch
the other arm straight out and then bring it towards body
“It was day two.”—hold up 2 fingers
“Genesis 1”—hold up 1 finger
“8”—hold up 8 fingers
Do this a few times with the children. Make it fun for them to do the motions
and say the words. Involving them in active learning is essential for
memorization.
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Close in Prayer: Thanking God for All He has created for us.
Coloring Pages:
•
•

Let there be Light

Let there be Light2

Video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=teu7BCZTgDs

Feel free to take a picture of their art work or share how your activity went! Post it on

our Facebook page or share it on GroupMe. Have a Blessed Day & Week! Until we can
meet again

~ Teacher Chrissy
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